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R eply to C om m ent on: \R ashba precession in quantum w ire w ith interaction"
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Itisshown thatthe recentCom m ent[1]by Y.Yu on the above article isnotsubstantiated.

Recently a Com m entappeared on the ArXiv preprint

server [1]on m y article ‘Rashba precession in quantum

wireswith interaction’[2].Itsm ain statem entisto ques-

tion the dependence ofthe Rashba spin-orbitgenerated

persistentspin currenton theinteraction.Idem onstrate

now thatCom m ent[1]containsnum erousfaults,one of

which leading to the above(m is)conclusion.

The Authorbeginsby stating thatnon-integervalued

J� would contradictto thesem inalwork by Haldane[3].

In this regard [2]carefully distinguishes between eigen-

values and expectation values at non-zero � and it are

the latter for which Eq.(2) of[1]is correct (as clearly

stated before Eq.(7) in [2]). It should be pointed out

thatthe expression ~J� found afterEq.(9)in [1]isnon-

integereither(qR = m � istuned externally),contrary to

whatisstated onesentencelater.

Secondly,the Ferm ivelocities vF a in [1]are taken as

spin dependent which in the e�ective m ass description

is erroneous at given Ferm ienergy. The e�ective m ass

description holdsup to theperturbativeorderO (�5),as

is carefully derived in [2], cf.also [4]. The vF a in [1]

describea non-equilibrium situation.

The m ain error, however, occurs in Eq. (10) of [1]

wherethe shifted current ~J� isinserted into the interac-

tion,instead ofthe current J�. For not explicitly spin

dependent interactions the J� = 0 state is of course

the state oflowestinteraction energy and notthe state
~J� = 0.Correctinsertion would im m ediately lead to the

(correct)result,Eq.(2)of[1]. In Eq.(10)of[1]the in-

teraction depends on the Rashba coupling qR while the

Rashbaspin-orbitterm dependsexplicitly on theinterac-

tion strength.Both isclearly notrepresenting them odel

underconsideration,the Rashba spin-orbitcoupling be-

ing a singleparticleoperator,cf.Eq.(1)of[2].

In Eq.(14)theprefactorvF =�� hassim ply been writ-

ten ad hocin frontoftheJ�-linearterm ,withoutfurther

justi�cation. Correct would have been this term pro-

portionalto qR precisely as in Eq.(14) with �� = 1,

describing indeed SU(2) sym m etric spin sectors (a case

which hasnotbeen considered in [5]).Itisnotthescope

ofthis Reply to correctfor the inconsistencies between

Eq.(14)of[1]and the work by Y.-S.W u [5],where the

Authorof[1]isCoauthor.

In conclusion, the persistent spin current and the

Rashba length both being ground state properties(and

as such unrelated to H q) do depend on the interaction.

TheCom m ent[1]by Y.Yu lackssubstantiation.
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